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Styling accessories 
Wheel accessories
Mercedes-Benz 
light-alloy wheels
Running boards
Tire pressure gauge
Mud flaps
Snow chains
Hub caps
Wheel bolts
Rim locks
Valve caps



	

7-spoke wheel

Finish:	sterling	silver
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	20	ET	45	|		
Tire:	235/45	R20
A204 401 5002

Wheel:	9.5	J	x	20	ET	57	|		

7-spoke wheel

Finish:	sterling	silver
Wheel:	7.5	J	x	19	ET	47	|		
Tire:	235/50	R19
A204 401 5202

5-spoke wheel

Finish:	sterling	silver
Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47.5	|		
Tire:	235/60	R17
A204 401 3602

5-spoke wheel

Finish:	sterling	silver
Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47.5	|		
Tire:	235/60	R17
A204 401 5502

5-twin-spoke wheel

Finish:	sterling	silver
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	20	ET	45	|		
Tire:	235/45	R20
A204 401 2402

On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt B6 647 0161 and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0156.

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tires, wheel bolts or hub caps

Running boards with rubber studs

A	functional	addition	to	your	GLK.	
Aluminium-effect	panel	with	non-slip	
rubber	studs
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5-twin-spoke wheel

Finish:	sterling	silver
Wheel:	7.5	J	x	19	ET	47	|	
Tire:	235/50	R19
A204 401 1502



	

   

7-spoke wheel

Finish:	sterling	silver
Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47.5	|		
Tire:	235/60	R17

7-spoke wheel

Finish:	sterling	silver
Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47.5	|		
Tire:	235/60	R17

On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt B6 647 0161  
and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0156.

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tires,  
wheel bolts or hub caps

Hub caps

Protect	the	hub	from	dirt.		
Available	in	the	following	versions:
1 |	Classic	Roadster	design	in	blue
2 |	Classic	Roadster	design	in	black
3 |	Sterling	silver	with	chrome	star	
4 |	Titanium	silver	with	chrome	star	

Mud flaps

Protect	the	underbody	and	the	sides		
of	the	car	from	loose	chippings	and	dirt.	
For	front	and	rear	axles	

Tire pressure gauge

Compact	design.	Saves	readings.		
Suitable	for	all	tire	valves	(including		
cycle	tires).	Keeping	tires	at	the		
optimum	pressure	saves	fuel	and		
reduces	tire	wear.	Supplied	with		
leather	pouch

Snow chain systems

Rudmatic-Disc	has	a	user-friendly	design	and	
can	be	fitted	and		removed	quickly.	With	extra	
reinforced	chain	links	for	the	toughest	
conditions	and	excellent	traction	on	snow	
and	ice,	it	is	a	reliable	companion	in	wintry	
road	conditions.			Your	Mercedes-Benz	partner	
will	be	happy	to	advise	you	on	this	and	other	
snow	chain	systems

20" 2-Tone Wheel

Finish:	black	and	polished
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	20	ET	45	|		
Tire:	235/45	R20
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|1| |2|

|3|
|4|

Wheel bolts 
	|	not	pictured	|

Valve caps

Rim locks

Set	consisting	of		
coded	key	and	one	lock	
per	wheel



	

|A|

|5|

|1|

|2|

|B|

Character plus
The new GLK is a car that makes a bold statement – a car with  
the distinctive looks of a strong personality.

In light of this, we felt that it was important to offer you a wide  
variety of ways to interpret this personality to suit your own – with  
dazz ling chrome highlights, for example.

On this page you will find styling products for your GLK, including  
the “Exterior” sports package. 

High-sheen chromed styling products

Sparkling	details	round	off	your	GLK’s		
chrome	finish	to	perfection:

1 | Door handle recesses

2 | Rear trim strip

3 | Fog lamp surrounds

4 | Chrome strip for front bumper

5 | Stainless steel roof strips Set	of	4

Aerodynamic and styling package, 3-piece, primed

Consisting	of	diffuser-look	rear	apron	trim,	roof	spoiler		
and	front	spoiler	lip.		
Please	note:	all	elements	of	the	aerodynamic	and		
styling	package	are	also	available	individually.	All	items		
to	be	painted	by	dealer

A | Diffuser-look rear apron trim, primed

Distinctive	design	element	made	from	robust		
and	durable	polyurethane.	Designed	to	be	fitted		
to	the	standard	bumper

B | Roof spoiler, primed

Elegantly	elongates	the	roof	line	of	your	GLK

C | Front spoiler lip, primed

The	aerodynamic	spoiler	lip	expands	on	the		
GLK’s	expressive	design	to	create	a	distinctive	look,		
accentua	ting	the	character	and	dynamism	of		
your	Mercedes-Benz

Note: Not compatible with AMG styling
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“Exterior” sports package



1	 Rear	Seat	Entertainment	System	|	p	15	|
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Multimedia



Road movie
How do you turn the inside of your car into your own  
personal cinema? Or an office? Or a concert hall?

Questions which this section addresses in innovative  
style: with cutting-edge technology, designed to  
integrate seamlessly into the on-board electronic systems  
in your GLK-Class. And to blend just as seamlessly  
into the safety concept of your Mercedes-Benz – which  
means, for example, that the monitors for the Rear  
Seat Entertainment System are crash-tested.

If you do have any further questions about any of the  
technical details, your Mercedes-Benz dealer  
will be happy to provide specific information for your  
particular vehicle model. 
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Rear Seat Entertainment System

This	high-performance	DVD	system	allows	the	rear	passengers	to	watch	DVDs,	
look	at	their	favourite	pictures	and	even	play	video	games	on	two	superb	17.8	cm	
LCD	colour	screens,	without	disturbing	the	driver	or	restricting	the	rear	field		
of	vision.	The	system’s	separate	DVD	players	mean	that	rear-seat	passengers	have	
the	option	of	watching	a	different	video	source	on	each	screen,	allowing	each	to	
select	their	own	individual	entertainment.	The	USB	and	SD	card	interfaces	allow	
other	storage	media	to	be	used	too.	The	system	is	designed	to	be	retrofitted	in	
your	GLK-Class	–	no	factory-fitted	pre-installation	required.

A	separate	video	cable	allows	videos	from	various	video	sources	(e.g.	camcorder,	
iPod	video,	iPhone	or	video	player)	to	be	played	on	the	Rear	Seat	Entertainment	
System	via	the	AUX	connection	.

A range of multimedia  
connections, 2 sets of  
infrared headphones and  
a remote control – the  
Rear Seat Entertainment  
System offers everything  
you need for in-car  
entertainment.

Rear Seat Entertainment  
System



A

C

B

Mercedes-Benz iPod® Interface Kit3

It’s	easy	to	control	your	iPod	via	the	multifunction	steering	
wheel:	scroll	through	the	menus	[A],	adjust	the	playback		
and	volume	[B]	and	display	the	artist /title	of	your	choice	in	
the	instrument	cluster	[C].	

As	with	the	Mercedes-Benz	Media	Interface,	the	connection	for	
your	iPod	is	in	the	glove	compartment.	Your	iPod’s	battery		
is	charged	while	it	is	connected.	No	factory-fitted	optional	extra	
required

iPod/iPhone holder1

Black	plastic	holder	for	the	glove	compartment.	
Holds	your	iPod	in	place.	Soft,	flock	surface		
protects	the	player	from	scratches	and	prevents		
it	sliding	around	

1 The iPod Interface Kit and the iPod holder are compatible with the 
following models: iPod from 4th generation | iPod video |  
iPod photo | iPod U2 | iPod mini | iPod nano 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
generations | iPod classic | iPod touch | iPhone

The Mercedes-Benz Interface Kit will play back music from the 
iPod application on your iPhone. It does not support the telephone 
function.  
iPod/iPhone holder cannot be used in conjunction with Media  
Interface consumer cables

Navigation Media System
The	Navigation	Media	System	converts	your	GLK's	standard	
audio	system	into	an	innovative	and	fully	integrated		
navigation	and	entertainment	centre.		This	easy	to	operate	
system	utilizes	your	audio	controller,	multifunction		
steering	wheel	and	audio	display.		The	system	includes		
the	following	features:
-	Navigation	system
-	Glovebox	connection	for	iPod/IPhone,	USB/MP3,	and	AUX
-	Bluetooth	audio	streaming
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iPod Interface Kit
iPod/iPhone holder

Media Interface 
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Interior appointments



	

All-weather floor trays

Designed	specifically	to	match		
the	contours	on	the	floor,	these		
flexible	plastic	floor	trays	feature	
high	sides	to	help	contain	dirt		
and	liquids.

Illuminated door sill panels

The	blue	illuminated	Mercedes-Benz		
lettering	is	activated		every	time		
you	open	the	door	to	get	in	or	out.	
These	illuminated	door	sill	panels,		
in	ground	stainless	steel,	are	a	further	
“highlight”	of	the	GLK	|	pictured	on		
previous	pages	|

Comfort plus
Sometimes it’s the little things that make the 
biggest impact.

If you need to take a lot of them with you on 
your travels, the vario bag, pictured right, could 
be the ideal option. Or perhaps you could use 
something that will keep your sunglasses firmly 
within easy reach.

All-season mats

The	alternative	to	the	standard	
all-season	floor	mats	with		
integral	textile	component.	Offer	
a	high-quality	textile	character	
with	unchanged	functionality	
when	it	comes	to	protecting	the	
interior	of	your	vehicle.	
Only	available	in	black

Velour mats

Velour	mats	with	loop	pile	and	
matt-brushed	metal	badge.	
Available	in	all	interior	colours

Glasses box

Universal	–	adjusts	to	different		
sizes	of	eyeglasses/sunglasses

Vario bag

Plenty	of	extra	stowage	space	for	the		
really	important	things	in	life.	Available	
in	three	designs:	
“DaimlerSquare”	fabric	|	pictured	|
“Angel	&	Driver”	fabric
Alcantara,	java

Coat hanger

Robust	coat	hanger	made	from	chromed	metal	
and	plastic.	Easy	to	fit	to	the	front	head		
restraints.	The	ideal	way	to	transport	items	of	
clothing	without	creasing	them
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Cleanbag
Spectacles box
Door sill panels
Floor mats 
Coat hanger
Back cushion
Vario bag

Back cushion

Ergonomic,	individually	adjustable	
cushion,	designed	to	support	the	
back	on	long	journeys.	Available	
in	anthracite

Cleanbag

The	ideal	way	to	keep	the		
interior	clean	when	you’re	on	
the	move:	the	“Cleanbag”	is	
	simply	attached	to	the	net	in		
the	front	passenger	footwell		
or	to	the	ruffled	pockets	on	the		
back	of	the	front	seats
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Carrier systems
Load compartment  
accessories



|1|

|2|

Mercedes-Benz roof boxes

Elegant,	aerodynamic	design,	made	for	your	Mercedes-Benz.	
High-quality,	extremely	durable	material.	Boxes	open	on	both		
sides	for	convenient	loading	and	unloading.

1 | Mercedes-Benz roof box 450
family	box	|	Capacity:	approx.	450	litres.	Opens	on	both	sides.		
Available	in	black	metallic	and	silver	metallic.		
Optional	accessories:	luggage	set	and	ski	rack	insert.	
	|	also	pictured	on	page	22	|

2 | Mercedes-Benz roof box 330
sports	box	|	Capacity:	approx.	330	litres.	Opens	on	both	sides.		
Available	in	titanium	metallic	and	matt	silver.		
Optional	accessories:	luggage	set	and	ski	rack	insert.	

New Alustyle “Easy-Fix” basic carrier bars

Used	in	conjunction	with	other	roof	accessories,	the		
New	Alustyle	system	opens	up	a	wealth	of	flexible		
options	when	it	comes	to	transporting	sports	equipment	
and	luggage.	The	rail-mounted	basic	carrier	bars	also		
ensure	the	highest	degree	of	safety	and	aerodynamics	
Only	in	conjunction	with	roof	rails
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Roof boxes
Basic carrier bars
Luggage set
Ski rack insert
Transport bag

Luggage set 
	|	for	Mercedes-Benz	roof	box	450	|1

Four	bags,	designed	to	make	perfect		
use	of	the	space	available	in	the	roof	
box	450.	Made	from	hardwearing,		
water-repellent	polyester.	Plus	two	
matching	ski	bags,	each	designed	to	
hold	max.	two	pairs	of	skis.	Ski	bag		
also	available	separately.		
|	pictured	right	top	|

Luggage set 
	|	for	Mercedes-Benz	roof	box	330	|2

Four	bags	made	from	hardwearing,		
water-repellent	polyester.	Tailored	to	the	
dimensions	of	the	roof	box	330.		
|	not	pictured	|

Ski rack insert 
	|	for	Mercedes-Benz	roof	box	450	|1

A	secure	hold	for	up	to	five	pairs	of	skis,	
subject	to	ski	geometry.		
|	pictured	right	bottom	|

Ski rack insert 
	|	for	Mercedes-Benz	roof	box	330	|2

A	secure	hold	for	up	to	three	pairs	of	skis,	
subject	to	ski	geometry.	|	not	pictured	|	

Transport bag for the New Alustyle  
“Easy-Fix” basic carrier bars

Robust	bag,	made	from	a	high-quality		
nylon	fabric.	Protects	the	basic		
carrier	bars	and	makes	it	easier	to		
transport	them

Adventure plus
When you drive a car that can take you almost 
anywhere, you tend to develop a whole range 
of new luggage and transportation needs.

You already know about your GLK’s generous 
load compartment. Here we offer you even 
more: cycles, snowboards and everything you 
can fit in the Mercedes-Benz roof boxes can 
be transported securely with carrier systems 
from the genuine accessories range.

1	Also suitable for previous L model which opens on one side
2	Also suitable for previous M model which opens on one side



Ski bag for interior

For	up	to	four	pairs	of	skis.	With	
carrying	strap	and	straps	for		
attaching	to	load-securing	rings		
in	load	compartment	

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack 
“Comfort”

For	up	to	6	pairs	of	skis	or	4	snowboards.	
Lockable.	Practical	pull-out	function	makes	
loading	and	unloading	easier
	|	pictured	left	|

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack 
“Standard”

For	up	to	4	pairs	of	skis	or	2	snowboards.	
Lockable	|	pictured	right	|

Coolbag

	|	black	|	Fabric	outside	–	
plastic	liner	inside.	Outside	
pockets	offer	plenty	of		
room	for	extra	items.	Capaci-
ty:	12	litres.	12V	connection.		
Adjustable	carrying	strap

Coolbox

	|	black/grey	|	Hard	case	with	
fabric	cover	featuring	pockets	
for	extra	items.	Cold/hot	
switch.	Capacity:	24	litres.	
12V	connection.	Adjustable		
carrying	strap
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Ski/snowboard rack
Coolbox
Coolbag
Ski bag



New Alustyle bicycle rack 

Up	to	three	bicycle	racks	can	be	fitted	per	pair	of	basic	carrier	bars.	Each	bicycle	rack	can	hold	one	bicycle		
with	a	max.	frame	diameter	of	98	mm	(circular	frame	tubes)	or	110	x	70	mm	(oval	frame	tubes).	The	support	
frame	folds	down	when	not	in	use,	reducing	drag	when	travelling	without	bicycles.	Bicycles	can	either	be	
	attached	to	the	rack	once	it	has	been	fitted	to	the	roof	or	before	it	is	fitted.

The convenient design of the Mercedes-Benz 
bicycle rack allows the bicycle to be attached  
at ground level. The bicycle is simply mounted  
on the rail alongside the vehicle and both are  
then fitted to the basic carrier bars   
| pictured right |
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Coil lock

Designed	to	help		
prevent	theft.	Available	
as	an	option	for	the		
bicycle	rack	

Bicycle rack
Coil lock
Quickpark 
Trailer hitch
Charger unit

Quickpark

Acoustic	warning	system	for	
the	rear,	making	precision	
parking	much	easier	and		
helping	to	prevent	damage	to	
the	vehicle	when	manoeuvring

Charger with trickle charge function

With	its	cutting-edge	technology,	the		
Mercedes-Benz	charger	ensures	the	longest		
possible	battery	life.

Trailer Hitch (No image available)

Tow	up	to	3500	lbs.	with	this	1	1/4"	Trailer	Hitch	kit.		
This	complete	package	includes	the	electrical	harness	
and	is	quality	tested	to	meet	Mercedes-Benz	standards.		
The	look	and	fit	compliments	the	styling	of	your	GLK.



Deep trunk tray

The	hygienic	way	to	transport	objects	in	the	load		
compartment.	Suitable	for	transporting	foodstuffs

Non-slip mat

black	|	Non-slip	mat	made	from	oil	and		
acid-resistant	polyester.	Designed	to	fit	the	contours	
of	the	load	compartment

Reversible mat

The	reversible	mat	features	high-quality		
velour	on	one	side	and	non-slip	rubber	on	the	
other.	It	helps	keep	the	original	floor	of	the		
load	compartment	clean	|	available	in	black	|

Divider

Steel	grille,	designed	to	divide	the	load		
compartment	in	two	|	not	pictured	|

Complete partition

Designed	to	protect	the	passenger	compartment.	
With	opening	for	access

Shopping crate

anthracite	|	Collapsible

Tie-down strap

Even	heavy	objects	can	be	secured		
in	place	easily	using	this	strap

Luggage nets

Available	for	the	floor	of	the	load	compartment,	the	load	sill	and	the	rear	
bench	seat.	Prevent	lightweight	objects	from	sliding	around	during	your	
journey.	All	nets	are	in	pocket	format
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Luggage nets
Non-slip mat
Shopping crate
Trunk trays
Divider
Stowage crate
Partition
Tie-down strap
Reversible mat

Tie-down strap

Even	heavy	objects	can	be	secured		
in	place	easily	using	this	strap

Stowage crate

Can	be	divided	into	four	sections	using	the	adjustable		
partitioning	elements.	Ideal	for	transporting	objects	you	
don’t	want	to	tip	over	or	slide	around.	Full	functionality	
only	in	conjunction	with	the	shallow	trunk	tray

Shallow trunk tray

Simple	to	clean.	Non-slip	thanks	to	PP-Flex	material.	
Suitable	for	transporting	foodstuffs



Genuine accessories for the GLK-Class 

Light-alloy wheels are  
supplied without tires, 
wheel bolts or hub caps

All-weather floor trays 20 BQ6	02	0683

Back cushion 21 A000	970	0690

Charger 29 A000	982	0221

Chrome strip for front bumper, high-sheen chromed 10 A204	885	2421

Cleanbag 21 B6	781	2376

Coat hanger 20 B6	766	0046

Coolbag 26 B6	681	8712

Coolbox 26 A000	820	4206

Deep trunk tray	(black) 30 A204	814	0641

Diffuser-look rear apron trim 10 A204	880	0808

Divider 30 A204	860	0242

 

Description p Item no.

Front spoiler lip	(primed) 10 A204	880	0708

High-sheen chromed door handle recesses	(set	of	4) 10 A204	760	1270

High-sheen chromed fog lamp surrounds, front (set	of	2) 10 A204	820	0090

Hub caps	(classic	Roadster	design	in	black) 8 B6	647	0201

Hub caps	(classic	Roadster	design	in	blue) 8 B6	647	0120

Hub caps	(sterling	silver	with	chrome	star) 8 B6	647	0206

Hub caps (titanium	silver	with	chrome	star) 8 B6	647	0127

Illuminated door sill panels 20 A204	680	4435

iPod/iPhone holder 16 B6	782	4501

Description p Item no.

All-season floor mats	(set	of	4)	 20 BQ6	68	0695
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Description p Item no.

Light-alloy wheels

2-Tone wheel | 20"	(FA /RA) 8 A204	401	6202	7X23

5-spoke wheel | 17"	(FA /RA) 6 A204	401	3602

5-spoke wheel | 17"	(FA /RA) 6 A204	401	5502

5-twin-spoke wheel | 20"	(FA /RA) 6 A204	401	2402

5-twin-spoke wheel | 19"	(FA /RA) 7 A204	401	1502

7-spoke wheel | 17"	(FA /RA)	 8 A204	401	3502	9765

7-spoke wheel | 17"	(FA /RA)	 8 A204	401	5902	9765

7-spoke wheel | 19"	(FA /RA) 6 A204	401	5202

7-spoke wheel | 20"	(FA /RA) 6 A204	401	5002

Lock for New Alustyle bicycle rack	(3	mm,	single) 29 A000	583	1595

Locks for New Alustyle bicycle rack	(3	mm,	set	of	2) 29 A000	583	1695

Locks for New Alustyle bicycle rack	(3	mm,	set	of	4) 29 A000	583	1795

Lock for New Alustyle bicycle rack	(6	mm,	single) 29 A000	583	1895

Locks for New Alustyle bicycle rack	(6	mm,	set	of	2) 29 A000	583	1995

Locks for New Alustyle bicycle rack	(6	mm,	set	of	4) 29 A000	583	2095

Luggage net, floor of load compartment 30 A204	868	0774

Luggage net, load sill 30 A204	868	0874

Description p Item no.

Luggage net, rear bench seat 30 A204	868	1074

Luggage set	(for	MB	roof	box	M) 25 A000	890	0411

Luggage set	(for	MB	roof	box	L) 25 A000	890	0511

Mercedes-Benz iPod Interface Kit 16 B6	782	4503

Mercedes-Benz roof box 330  
(matt silver, opens on both sides)

24 A000	840	3362

Mercedes-Benz roof box 330  
(titanium metallic, opens on both sides)

24 A000	840	3462

Mercedes-Benz roof box 450  
(black metallic, opens on both sides)

24 A000	840	3662

Mercedes-Benz roof box 450		
(silver metallic, opens on both sides)

24 A000	840	3562

Mercedes-Benz roof box L	(calcite	white,	opens	on	left) 22 No	longer	available

Mercedes-Benz roof box L	(calcite	white,	opens	on	right) 22 No	longer	available

Mud flaps	(front	set),	
for	models	with	running	board	(Code	846)

8 A204	890	0478

Mud flaps	(front	set),	
for	models	without	running	board	(Code	846)

8 A204	890	0278

Mud flaps	(rear	set) 8 A204	890	0378



Description p Item no.

New Alustyle “Easy-Fix” basic carrier bars 24 A204	890	1593

New Alustyle bicycle rack 28 A000	890	0293

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort” 26 B6	685	1703

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Standard” 26 B6	685	1702

Non-slip mat	(fitted) 30 A204	684	0505

Partition 30 A204	860	0142

PCMCIA multi-card reader 	(not	shown) - B6	782	3974

Quickpark 29 A204	870	8290

Rear Seat Entertainment System kit 15 B6	7	82	7052

Rear Seat Entertainment System video cable 15 A212	827	0204

Rear trim strip, high-sheen chromed 10 A204	740	0222

Reversible mat	(black) 30 A204	680	0006

Rim locks 9 B6	647	0155

Genuine accessories for the GLK-Class 
Description p Item no.
Roof strips, long	(stainless	steel,	set	of	4) 10 A	204	780	0042

Roof strips, short	(stainless	steel,	set	of	4) 10 A204	780	0142

Roof spoiler	(primed) 10 A204	740	0122

Running board with rubber studs 6 A204	690	0675

Shallow trunk tray	(black) 31 A204	814	0541

Shopping crate 30 A203	840	0020	9B51

Ski bag	(single,	for	MB	roof	box	330	and	450) 25 A000	846	0806

Ski bag for interior 26 A000	890	0711

Ski rack insert for MB roof box 330 25 A000	840	4718

Ski rack insert for MB roof box 450 25 A000	840	4818

Snow chain systems 8 on	request

Glasses box 20 B6692	0112

Velour floor mats	(black,	set	of	4) 20 A204	680	6048	9F95

Stowage crate	(black) 31 A000	814	0041
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Description p Item no.

Tie-down strap 30 A000	890	0294
Tire pressure gauge 8 B6	658	8140

Trailer Hitch 29 A204	310	0795

Navigation Media System 16 A204	870	7096

Valve caps 9 B6	647	2001

Vario bag (Alcantara,	java) 21 A000	899	2061

Vario bag (Angel	&	Driver) 21 A000	899	1861

Vario bag	(DaimlerSquare) 21 A000	899	1961

Wheel bolts 9 B6	647	0159
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